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	Hoover and Roosevelt, both presidents during the Great Depression, approached their tasks quite differently. Hoover supported businesses but did nothing for the individual, whereas Roosevelt did so much for the individual that he was considered a power-hungry tyrant by some. Regardless of the results or their personal feelings, what they did in and of itself describes their political positions. Hoover was a conservative and Roosevelt a liberal.
	Hoover's abidance by Republican standards are what mark him a conservative. He refused to aid the needy individual, claiming that that is what charities were for. It's not that he didn't want to help anyone—just that he helped them in the "tried and true" conservative manner: giving money to businesses (Docs A, B). Obviously this tried method was not true, for it failed miserably, the Depression still going bad as Roosevelt took office. Hoover, accused of lacking sympathy for those suffering (Doc C), believed that it wasn't the government's job to help the individual, and staying at the side of that belief was the conservative path.
	Roosevelt, who didn't follow in Hoover's footsteps (Doc E), was a liberal. With his New Deal plan, he sought to aid as many individuals as possible. Roosevelt didn't worry about maintaining old traditions, such as that of leaving individual welfare to private charities, and instead brought about things like social security, fighting a conservative Supreme Court in order to ease the country through the Great Depression. His methods, those of a liberal, in the end preserved the country like no conservative means would have (Doc H).
	Roosevelt and Hoover both faced the Great Depression, and while one used conservative means to fight it and the other use liberal means, only one of them managed to ease the suffering of the country. Roosevelt's liberal—almost socialist—means helped him be the conservative he saw himself as in preserving the country. Hoover, unable to accomplish anything, became the useless conservative who refused to change in order to stay the same.
